A biological model of the sub-cortical nuclei of the limbic system capable of performing reversal learning in a foodseeking task is presented. Contrary to other learning models, the reversal is modeled not by eliminating ("unlearning") learned behaviors, but rather by the inhibiting the previously learned behavior. This allows for the re-instatement of behavior to be quickly re-established in such a way that animal behavior is simulated. In this model, the role of dopamine is different to standard models. The activity of dopaminergic (DA) neurons required for successful conditioning has commonly been identified as an error signal whereby an increased DA activity codes a positive error i.e. long term potentiation (LTP) and a decrease in dopamine concentration codes a negative error. In this model learning is achieved by implementing a form of differential Hebbian learning known as Isotropic Sequence Order learning and a third factor (ISO3). This third factor enables learning to be triggered at relevant moments. It is modeled by dopaminergic neurons which can be activated via a direct excitatory glutamatergic pathway, and an indirect disinhibitory GABAergic pathway. While the former generates phasic DA release which during acquisition enables long term potentiation (LTP) to occur, the latter produces in an increased population of tonically active DA neurons which generates long term depression (LTD) when an adjustment in learned behavior is required. The nucleus accumbens is divided into two shell and core subunits and has been modeled to function in distinct but complementary manners. Here, the core uses conditioned reinforcers to invigorate instrumental responding. The core has been modeled to learn to enable behavioral responding to reward predicting stimuli and as such undergoes minimal LTD so as not to eliminate these learned processes. On the other hand, LTD occurs in the shell that, through a shell-ventral pallido-medio dorsal pathway, influences the core and enables behavioral flexibility. A simple reversal-learning task will be used to demonstrate how this biophysically realistic pathway can be used to learn and reverse a simple food-seeking task.
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